
Can you tell me .....

1: how would you check the brakes are ok before you start a journey
A with the engine off, Press the brake pedal a few times. You should feel 
pedal resistance. 

2: where you would find the info for the recommended tyre pressures and 
how you would check
A in the cars manual, check with a pressure gauge 

3: how to set up your head restraint 
A middle of head lines up with the middle of the head restraint 

4: how would you check your tyres have sufficient tread depth and their 
condition is fit for use
A minimum legal tread depth is 1.6mm, all the way around the try, check with 
a tread depth gauge. There should be no cuts or bulges on the sides of the 
tyre 

5: how to check the cars headlights and tail lights
A turn them on, look for reflections or get out and check

6: how you would know there is a problem with your ABS
A there will be a warning light saying ABS on the dashboard

7: how to check the indicators are working 
A turn them on, walk around the car to check them all 



8: how to check the brake lights are working
A turn the power on, Press the brake pedal and ask someone to look for the 
red brake lights at the rear of the car, or look for reflections

9: how to check the PAS is working 
A when the engine is on, the steering becomes lighter

10: how to switch on the rear fog lights and when you can use them
A turn your lights to manual, turn Your fog lights on, check the warning light is 
on the dashboard. You can use fog lights when visibility is under 100 meters

11: how to switch your headlights from dipped to main beam and how do you 
know the main beam is on
A turn your lights onto manual, switch your full beam on. Check the blue 
warming light is on the dashboard

12: how to check the oil 
A see photo. When the engine is cold and you’re on a flat road. Remove 
dipstick, clean, replace and remove again. Check the max and min lines for 
oil

13: how to check the coolant
A see photo. Check between max and min lines

14: how to check the brake fluid
A see photo. Check between max and min lines





While Driving, when safe to do so, 
can you show me how .....

1: to clean the rear windscreen

2: to clean the front windscreen

3: to switch on your dipped headlights

4: to set the rear windscreen demister

5: to operate the horn

6: to set the front windscreen demister

7: to open and close the side windows


